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1. Introduction

Metamaterials, in which “meta”means “beyond,” are architected
structures exhibiting physical properties that are not present in
nature. Metamaterials consist of specifically designed periodic

patterns, showing tailorable mechanical,[1]

acoustic,[2] optical,[3] or electromagnetic
(EM)[4] properties that are beneficial for
diverse functions including noise control,[5]

vibration isolation,[6] EM wave manipula-
tion,[7] cloaking,[8] energy harvesting,[9]

etc. For example, EM metamaterials are
capable of manipulating EM waves due
to their constructed subwavelength
units, whose dimension, geometry, and
arrangement decide the performance of
the metamaterial. They have been demon-
strated as reflectors, filters, polarizers, or
antennas with enhanced gain and band-
width.[10] However, traditional EM meta-
materials only exhibit fixed behaviors
during operation due to unchangeable
geometries and materials once fabricated.
Alternatively, reconfigurable metamateri-
als, also called active metamaterials, pos-
sess actively tunable patterns and/or
physical properties, facilitating more versa-
tile and programmable use.[11] Tunable EM
properties of the metamaterials are usually
achieved by either electrical or structural
reconfiguration through different strate-
gies such as programming biasing circuits
or reshaping the subwavelength units,
respectively.[12]

Electrical reconfiguration by introducing unit variability, typi-
cally achieved via p–i–n diodes or varactor diodes, is a conven-
tional method that allows for real-time tuning and precise
control of the EM performance of the metamaterial. For instance,
wave polarization is controlled via switching probes[13] and
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Electromagnetic (EM) metamaterials with tailored properties are developed for
wave manipulation, filtering, and cloaking for aerospace and defense applications.
While traditional EM metamaterials exhibit fixed behaviors due to unchangeable
material properties and geometries after fabrication, reconfigurable EM meta-
materials allow for tunable performance through electrical/mechanical reconfig-
uration strategies. Traditional biasing circuit-based electrical reconfiguration
poses challenges due to complex circuit design, while motor-driven mechanical
reconfiguration can lead to bulky and tethered structures with restricted adapt-
ability. Herein, magnetically actuated structurally reconfigurable EM metamate-
rials with enhanced adaptability/conformability to different geometries, showing
merits of fast, reversible, and programmable shape morphing, are developed.
Magnetic actuation enables metamaterial’s mechanical reconfiguration between
flat deployed, flat folded, curved deployed, and curved folded states for both
conformal and freestanding 3D shape morphing. Locally, the EM metamaterials
fold subwavelength units for tunable properties, switching between all-pass and
band-stop behaviors upon structural reconfiguration. Globally, the structure can
conform and morph to different curved surfaces. The structurally reconfigurable
metamaterial also serves as a medium for customizable subwavelength units by
rationally designing attached conductive patterns for varied filtering performances
such as narrow-band, dual-band, and wide-band filtering behaviors, illustrating
the design flexibility and application versatility of the developed structurally
reconfigurable EM metamaterial.
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varactor diodes,[14] and wave reflection/transmission states are
manipulated with p–i–n diodes.[15] However, biasing circuits
and extra conductive components of the electrical reconfiguration
can affect the metamaterial EM performance negatively.
Large-scale metamaterials also become increasingly complex to
fabricate as more electrical components and a more extensive bias-
ing circuit are needed. Furthermore, the fabrication of p–i–n
diodes and varactor diodes by printed circuit boards (PCBs) gen-
erally leads to rigid structures, which limits the metamaterials’
capability to pack, deploy, or conform to curved surfaces that
are very common in defense and aerospace applications.

Structural reconfiguration is an alternative method to tune EM
metamaterials’ properties through material phase change,[16]

translational/rotational behavior,[17] and shape morphing[18] of
structures. Herein, appropriately designed materials, structures,
and actuation methods are essential to reshape or rearrange sub-
wavelength units and shift the metamaterial’s properties in a
controllable manner. For example, EM metamaterials relying
on origami/kirigami folding[19] and structural buckling[20] have
been developed for reconfigurable antennas. In these systems,
shape morphing and the coupled property reconfiguration are
driven by manual handling, motors, or pumps, which can lead
to bulky and tethered structures with restricted reliability, flexi-
bility, and versatility. Magnetically responsive metamaterials[21]

provide robust alternative strategies for reconfigurable EM meta-
materials by structurally reshaping the metamaterial system
under the applied magnetic field. They show advantages of selec-
tive, programmable, and reversible actuation while possessing
the merits of fast and untethered control.[22] In this work, we
develop structurally reconfigurable EM metamaterials by con-
structingmagnetically actuated planar lattices that can locally fold
the subwavelength units for tunable EM properties and globally
morph between flat and curved configurations as conformal and
3D freestanding metamaterials (Figure 1).

In the following sections, we first introduce how magnetic
actuation drives metamaterial’s structural reconfiguration
between flat deployed, flat folded, curved deployed, and curved
folded states for both conformal and freestanding 3D shape
morphing. The reconfigurations are predicted and guided by
structural finite element analysis (FEA) and verified experimen-
tally. Then, based on the EM full-wave simulation, subwave-
length units are constructed by attaching the structural units
with rationally designed conductive patterns, realizing EM meta-
materials with actively tunable properties as filters. In both EM
simulation and experimental measurement, the EM metamate-
rials switch between all-pass and band-stop upon magnetic
reconfiguration. Finally, by customizing conductive patterns, var-
ied EM filtering effects are demonstrated with different frequen-
cies and bandwidths under the guidance of EM simulation.

2. Results

2.1. Magnetic Actuation of the Structurally Reconfigurable
Metamaterial

As shown in Figure 1A, we adopt a 2D unit design with eight blocks
of magnetic soft composites connected by hinges highlighted in
blue. Both the blocks and hinges are magnetic composites

fabricated by molding (Figure S1, Supporting Information). To real-
ize shape reconfiguration, the unit is programmed with alternating
magnetization directions denoted by the white arrows. Upon an in-
plane magnetic field B perpendicular to the initial magnetization
directions, the neighboring blocks rotate in reverse directions
and tend to align their magnetizations with B. We define the initial
square-shaped configuration as the deployed state and the deformed
star-shaped configuration as the folded state. The shape reconfigu-
ration of the magnetic unit is induced by the elastic deformation of
thin hinges and the rigid body rotation of magnetic blocks. After
switching off the applied magnetic field B, the stored elastic energy
in the hinges releases, and the magnetic unit instantly recovers to
the initial deployed state. As the effective magnetic actuation of the
metamaterial relies on rationally designed dimensions of the mag-
netic blocks and hinges, structural FEA is utilized to simulate the
folding of the metamaterial under the applied magnetic field
(see Experimental Section for structural FEA details) to guide the
unit design (Figure S1, Supporting Information).

Assembling the units yields a planar magnetic lattice
(see Figure S2, Supporting Information, for the detailed magne-
tizing and assembling process). The metamaterial switches
between the flat deployed state (Figure 1B) and the flat folded state
(Figure 1C) under the magnetic field. Here, each magnetic unit
exhibits local folding deformation, as illustrated in the red box,
accumulatively leading to a denser global configuration of the
metamaterial. The structural FEA prediction agrees with experi-
mental validation (Video 1). A pair of customized single-axis
Helmholtz coils is used to generate a homogeneousmagnetic field
for themagnetic actuation ofmetamaterial in this work (Figure S3,
Supporting Information). The planar metamaterial’s lattice feature
enables its structural flexibility and allows it to morph to a 3D
curved state, as demonstrated in Figure 1D. The metamaterial
can conform to a curved substrate under gravity or adhesion. It
can then reconfigure to the curved folded state (Figure 1E) under
magnetic field while maintaining its curvature. Note that by pro-
gramming the magnetization distribution, the metamaterial can
directly morph to the curved folded state (Figure 1E) from the flat
deployed state (Figure 1B) without the presence of a substrate
(details will be discussed in the later section). Taking advantage
of structural reconfigurability, EM metamaterials can be con-
structed by incorporating conductive patterns onto the surface,
functioning as subwavelength units as illustrated in Figure 1F.
Here, the metamaterial serves as the medium for structural recon-
figuration of the subwavelength units. By 2D or 3D shape morph-
ing under the magnetic field, the metamaterial rearranges the
conductive patterns both locally and globally, leading to program-
mable EMproperties in an on-demandmanner. It should be noted
that magnetic actuation applies to different scales based on various
advanced fabrication techniques. By tuning the geometries and
dimensions of the metamaterial, the feature size and distribution
of the subwavelength units can be tailored and engineered for the
preferred wavelength and application interest.

2.2. Reconfigurable Metamaterial Conforming to Different
Geometries

To demonstrate the adaptability and conformability of the
designed metamaterial on different geometries, structural
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reconfiguration of the metamaterial (90 mm by 90 mm by
2 mm) on a cylindrical substrate (radius of 75 mm) is simu-
lated, as shown in Figure 2A. From the structural FEA, it is
observed that the metamaterial nicely conforms to the curved
surface at both deployed and folded states under magnetic actu-
ation, assisted by gravity. Figure 2B shows the experimental
verification. Under a 60 mT magnetic field, the metamaterial
morphs from the deployed state to the folded state on the cylin-
drical substrate, maintaining conformability. While recover-
ing, a reversing magnetic field of 15 mT is applied to assist
a rapid deployment of the metamaterial (Video 2). The mag-
netic actuation permits fast (subseconds), reversible, and
untethered deformation locally and globally. As shown by

the structural FEA in Figure 2C, the structure also adapts to
a spherical substrate (radius of 75 mm) with reversible shape
morphing under magnetic actuation. The experimental verifi-
cation (Figure 2D and Video 3) shows reliable folding and
deploying under the 60 mT magnetic field and 15 mT reversing
magnetic field, illustrating decent agreement with the simu-
lated deformations. The metamaterial shows the capability to
adapt to geometries with varied sizes (cylindrical and spherical
substrates with a radius of 100 mm in Figure S4, Supporting
Information). The coupled reconfigurability and conformabil-
ity will enable EM metamaterials with wide property tunability
and programmability, which will be discussed in the later
sections.

Figure 1. Magnetically actuated reconfigurable metamaterial with tunable EM properties. A) Magnetic actuation of a unit switching between the deployed
and folded states. The units are assembled into a planar lattice, which morphs between B) the flat deployed state and C) the flat folded state via magnetic
actuation. The flexible metamaterial can morph to a 3D structure with D) curved deployed state and E) curved folded state. F) Attaching electrically
conductive patterns enables reconfigurable EM metamaterials with actively tunable properties by shape morphing under the applied magnetic field.
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2.3. 3D Freestanding Reconfigurable Metamaterial

Apart from conforming to various geometries, the metamaterial
is also able to morph into freestanding curved configurations, as
demonstrated in Figure 3. This provides a robust design strategy
that combines both local and global shape morphing capabilities
to achieve reconfigurable metamaterials with more degrees of
freedom. In this case, magnetic units are designed with both
in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization components for local
and global deformation, respectively, under magnetic actuation.
For the seven-by-seven array demonstrated, locally, each mag-
netic unit possesses the alternating in-plane magnetization direc-
tions along the positive and negative Y-direction (white arrows),
as shown by the top view of single unit in Figure 3A. Globally, the
left three columns of the metamaterial are programmed with
the out-of-plane magnetizations with angles of 30°, 45°, 60° to
the negative Z-direction, and the right three columns are pro-
grammed with angles of 60°, 45°, 30° to the positive Z-direction,
as illustrated by the metamaterial side view in Figure 3B. The
middle column units possess in-plane magnetization only.
Under an X-direction magnetic field, the in-plane magnetization
folds each magnetic unit locally, and the out-of-plane magnetiza-
tion drives the planar metamaterial to bend up, forming a free-
standing curved configuration. Structural FEA is implemented to
predict the magnetic actuation, as shown in Figure 3C, demon-
strating the shape morphing of the metamaterial from a

flat deployed state to a freestanding curved folded state.
Experimental verification of the metamaterial under an increas-
ing homogeneous magnetic field up to 100 mT along the positive
X-direction is also carried out as shown in Figure 3D and Video 4,
following the structural FEA prediction well. By applying a
reversing magnetic field of 15 mT, the structure instantly
recovers to the initial flat deployed state (Video 4). Figure S5,
Supporting Information, provides a detailed magnetization pro-
cess for fabricating magnetic units with predetermined in-plane
and out-of-plane magnetization components. Guided by struc-
tural FEA, the out-of-plane magnetization component can be cus-
tomized for different 3D shape reconfigurations to realize a
desired curvature distribution of the metamaterial.

2.4. Reconfigurable EM Metamaterials for Tunable EM
Properties

The previous sections have demonstrated the magnetically actu-
ated metamaterial with effective structural reconfigurability and
conformability enabled by combined local and global shape
morphing. The local shape morphing (unit folding) provides
the foundation for property tunability of the reconfigurable
EM metamaterials, which can be developed by incorporating
functional components, namely, subwavelength units, into the
mechanical system. These metamaterials could potentially serve

Figure 2. Magnetically actuated metamaterial conforms to different geometries. A) Structural FEA prediction and B) experimental validation of the
metamaterial at both deployed state and folded state conforming to a cylindrical surface with a radius of 75mm. C) Structural FEA prediction and
D) experimental validation of the metamaterial at both deployed state and folded state conforming to a spherical surface with a radius of 75 mm.
Scale bars: 1 cm.
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as waveguides or wave filters with tunable EM properties on the
fly. We utilize EM simulation to guide the design of subwave-
length units, which is implemented by attaching conductive pat-
terns to the surface of the metamaterial (see details in the
Experimental Section). Here, an “S”-shaped pattern is attached
to each unit in the metamaterial (dimensions provided in
Figure S6, Supporting Information). A 13�13 array (approximate
size 170mm by 170mm) is adopted, which is sufficiently large to
represent an infinite metamaterial based on EM full-wave simu-
lation (Figure S7, Supporting Information). In the EM simula-
tion, the metamaterial is positioned between a pair of horn
antennas (Figure 4A). The first antenna generates an incident
wave as the signal source and the second antenna receives the
wave passing through the metamaterial. Upon folding of the flat

metamaterial, the structure reconfigures from a band-stop filter
to an all-pass filter, as illustrated in Figure 4B. Figure 4C displays
the scattering parameter S21 through the metamaterial within a
frequency range from 23 to 27 GHz. From the solid black curve
obtained by EM simulation, the designed metamaterial exhibits
strong filtering at the deployed state at roughly 25 GHz. At the
folded state, there is over �5 dB of transmission across the band,
indicating that radiation can pass through the structure, denoted
by the solid blue curve in Figure 4C. By structural reconfigura-
tion through magnetic actuation, the EM metamaterial is able to
switch between accepting and rejecting an incident wave.
Experimental verification is carried out by fabricating a magnetic
shape memory polymer-based metamaterial with attached peri-
odic “S”-shaped patterns, as shown in Figure 4D. The fabricated

Figure 3. Freestanding reconfigurable metamaterial. A) In-plane magnetization distribution for folding of each unit. B) Out-of-plane magnetization
distribution for global shape reconfiguration of the metamaterial. C) Structural FEA prediction and D) experimental verification of the magnetically
reconfigurable metamaterial for integrated local and global shape morphing. Scale bar: 1 cm.
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structure demonstrates filtering at about 25 GHz at the deployed
state (dotted black curve) and all-pass at the folded state (dotted
blue curve) shown in Figure 4C, indicating good agreement with
the prediction by EM simulation. It should be noted that the mag-
netic shape memory polymer used here is a composite whose
stiffness can be tuned by temperature.[23] The material is soft
and deformable at a high temperature and becomes stiff at room
temperature to lock the deformed shape. The coupled thermal
and magnetic actuation, together with the shape-locking capabil-
ity, allows the metamaterial to reversibly reconfigure between the
two EM behaviors without further consuming energy to maintain
the deployed or folded states (Figure 4D). Conformability of the
metamaterial is especially useful for curved structures such as an
airplane wing. Our reported lattice-like metamaterial can easily
conform to curved surfaces, and the EM performance at the

curved state is also studied via EM simulation, as shown in
Figure 4E. The curved 13�13 array with a radius of 130mm
behaves as an EM wave filter in the deployed state at
27.5 GHz denoted by the solid black curve and loses its filtering
capability at the folded state (solid blue curve), demonstrating
tunable EM behavior similar to the flat metamaterial.

2.5. Customizable Conductive Patterns for Tunable EM-Filtering
Performance

The shape-morphing metamaterial can serve as the medium to
structurally reconfigure and tune the EM behavior of different
metamaterials, which are constructed by attaching various con-
ductive patterns onto the unit. EM simulation is utilized to study
the behaviors of infinite metamaterial carrying different

Figure 4. EM metamaterial with reconfigurable shape and EM properties. A) Full-wave model for the investigation of the metamaterial’s EM behavior.
B) Flat metamaterial with attached “S”-shaped conductive pattern as a reconfigurable filter. C) Full-wave EM prediction and experimental verification of
the metamaterial’s band-stop behavior at the deployed state and all-pass behavior at the folded state. D) Fabricated magnetic shape memory polymer
metamaterial with shape-locking capability at deployed and folded states. E) Curved metamaterial attached with “S”-shaped conductive pattern as a
reconfigurable EM filter.
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conductive patterns with periodic boundary conditions. Here, the
dimensions of magnetic units are kept the same (Figure S6,
Supporting Information). As shown in Figure 5A,“S”-shaped,
“Z”-shaped, or dual-patch conductive patterns (yellow region)
are designed and attached to the magnetic blocks (dark gray
region), with an overall dimension of 1.5mm by 3.2 mm and
a space of 1.47mm between two magnetic blocks. The widths
of the fabricated “S”-shaped and “Z”-shaped are 0.3 mm. The
width of each rectangle in the dual-patch pattern is 1.1 mm.
The conductive patterns can be reconfigured by folding and
deploying the metamaterial via magnetic actuation
(Figure 5B). From the simulated S21 values shown in
Figure 5C, the metamaterial shares the same all-pass behavior
at the folded state (blue curves) but different filtering perform-
ances at the deployed state (black curves), presenting narrow-
band, dual-band, and wide-band filtering behaviors for the
“S”-shaped, “Z”-shaped, and dual-patch conductive patterns,
respectively. The “S”-shaped pattern induces single filtering at
25.1 GHz with a peak value of �28 dB and a relatively narrow
bandwidth of 0.4 GHz (defined as S21 less than �15 dB) in
the range of 23–33 GHz. In the same frequency range, the
“Z”-shaped pattern possesses two bands, located at 24.9 GHz
with a peak value of �39 dB and a bandwidth of 1 GHz and
at 31.7 GHz with a peak value of �24 dB and a bandwidth of
2 GHz. The dual-patch pattern shows a relatively wider band
of 3.5 GHz, having the filtering effect from 28.1 to 31.6 GHz with
a peak value of �53 dB at 28.8 GHz. The results illustrate the

design flexibility of the magnetically reconfigurable EM metama-
terial discussed in this work. This system can be further custom-
ized by changing the metamaterial design, either by designing a
different base structure geometry or by altering the magnetiza-
tion and hence the actuation. While three variations of a band-
stop filter are presented, other filtering behaviors, such as band
pass, can be achieved through the design of the metamaterial and
functional conductive patterns.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we develop structurally reconfigurable EMmetama-
terials for tunable EM properties through magnetic actuation.
The magnetic actuation enables reversible and fast shape morph-
ing of the metamaterials between flat deployed, flat folded,
curved deployed, and curved folded states in a programmable
manner. By coupling local unit folding and global shape morph-
ing, the metamaterials show excellent adaptability and design
versatility. The metamaterials demonstrate conforming or 3D
free-stand deforming to curved surfaces while maintaining
EM property tunability. By introducing rationally designed con-
ductive patterns onto the metamaterial surfaces, reconfigurable
EMmetamaterials can be constructed. The EMmetamaterial can
switch between accepting and rejecting incident EM waves. In
addition, the structurally reconfigurable metamaterial serves as
a medium for customizable conductive patterns to enlarge the

Figure 5. Reconfigurable EM metamaterial with varied filtering performance via customized conductive patterns. A) Geometries of subwavelength units
with “S”-shaped, “Z”-shaped, and dual-patch patterns. B) Reconfigurations of the conductive patterns through metamaterial folding and deploying under
the magnetic field. C) Simulated metamaterial’s performance with narrow-band, dual-band, and wide-band behaviors at the deployed state and all-pass at
the folded state.
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design space for a wide range of EM property tunabilities.
Examples of the “S”-shaped, “Z”-shaped, and dual-patch conduc-
tive patterns demonstrated in this work show narrow-band,
dual-band, and wide-band filtering behaviors. We anticipate
the demonstrated design strategies enable next-generation
reconfigurable EM metamaterials in defense and aerospace
applications with enhanced programmability and adaptability.

4. Experimental Section

Structural FEA: Conformal shape morphing and freestanding actuation
of the metamaterial were predicted utilizing commercial software
ABAQUS 2020 (Dassault Systèmes, USA). A user-defined element subrou-
tine (UEL) was adopted based on the neo-Hookean strain energy function
coupled with magnetic potential.[24] Input parameters included the density
of 2050 kg m�3, shear modulus of 50 kPa, bulk modulus of 5 MPa,
magnetization of 80 kAm�1 of the magnetic silicone-based metamaterial,
and magnetic field. The substrate was treated as rigid material with
surface-to-surface contact (friction coefficient of 0.3) to the metamaterial.
The discrepancy of the magnetic field in structural FEA and experiments
may be caused by unpredictable friction and geometry differences result-
ing from material fabrication.

Magnetic Silicone-Based Metamaterial Fabrication: Magnetic units
were fabricated by mixing Ecoflex 00-30 (Smooth-On Inc., USA) and
hard-magnetic particles (NdFeB, average size of 5 μm, Magnequench,
Singapore) with a particle loading of 15 vol%. The mixture was degassed
and then cured at 80 °C for 30 min in polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) molds 3D
printed by Ultimaker S5 (Ultimaker, Netherlands). After dissolving soluble
PVA molds in water, magnetic units were magnetized with specific in-
plane/out-of-plane magnetizations under a 1.5 T impulse magnetic field
by an in-house built magnetizer. Based on the predetermined local/global
magnetization distribution, magnetic units were assembled and glued
together using Sil-poxy adhesive (Smooth-On Inc., USA).

Electromagnetic Simulations: The EM metamaterial performance was
simulated using the CST Microwave Studio (Dassault Systèmes, USA).
Time-domain (transient) solver was used for a finite array. However, ini-
tially, the EM metamaterial units with predetermined conductive patterns
were simulated using periodic boundary conditions with the frequency
domain solver, simulating an infinitely periodic structure to get the ideal
behavior of a specific design. In practice, a finite structure inherently
diverged from this performance, but a larger number of metamaterial units
approximated more closely to the ideal case. A 13�13 EM metamaterial
was sufficiently large to represent an infinite metamaterial and was easy to
fabricate. For the finite metamaterial performance simulation, the CST
time-domain solver was used. The EM metamaterial at either deployed
or folded state was modeled between two horn antennas 1.4 m apart
to mimic the measurement setup. Multiple experimental measurements
were performed to characterize the magnetic shape memory polymer-
based metamaterial, obtaining a relative permittivity of 6.3� 1.3 and loss
tangent of 0.07. The relative permittivity of 6.3 and loss tangent of 0.07
were used for the EM simulations producing filtering of the deployed
metamaterial at the experimentally verified frequency.

Magnetic Shape Memory Polymer-Based Metamaterial Fabrication: The
shape memory polymer was an acrylate-based polymer containing ali-
phatic urethane diacrylate (Ebecryl 8413, Allnex, USA), isobornyl acrylate
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA), and 2-phenoxyethanol acrylate (Ebecryl 114, Allnex,
USA), mixed in a weight ratio of 10:60:30. 0.4 wt% thermal initiator 2,2’-
Azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was added to enable
thermal curing and 2 wt% fumed silica (200 nm, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was
used to ensure homogeneous particle dispersion. The polymer precursor
was mixed with hard-magnetic particles with a particle loading of 20 vol%
and degassed before further molding. The mixture was poured into the
PVA molds and cured at 80 °C for 4 h and post-processed at 120 °C for
30min. Shape memory polymer-based magnetic units were then magne-
tized and glued into an array by pure shape memory polymer. “S”-shaped
conductive patterns were cut from a 40 μm-thick copper tape using a

355 nmUV Laser Marking System (DPSS Laser Inc., USA) with laser power
of 3 W, scan rate of 100mm s�1, frequency of 70 kHz, and 65 passes. The
conductive patterns were attached to the metamaterial for EM behavior
measurement.

Electromagnetic Metamaterial Filtering Effect Characterization: To charac-
terize the EM metamaterials, two linearly polarized horn antennas were
connected to a network analyzer (Anritsu Corporation, Japan) and directed
toward each other. A reference transmission measurement was taken
without the EM metamaterial between the horn antennas to characterize
attenuation and path loss. Next, measurements were carried out with the
reconfigurable EM metamaterial placed between the horn antennas at the
folded and deployed states. The reference measurement was subtracted
from the measurements with the metamaterial to isolate the structure’s
behavior.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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